












Tacha will go to school in Nairobi but will also 
have "a little posse of Samburu girlfriends ... We 
want her to be able to bridge both cultures 
without feeling uncomfortable or that one is 
inferior," says Anna. Below, Anna and Lemarti on 
their wedding day with Stas, now 15 and Lana, 14 

The couple divide their time between Anna's 
magnificent colonial-style property in the leafy 
Nairobi suburb of Karen, and the cramp they have 
set up in Laikipia offering walking safaris to 
tourists. Wile large, Bedouin-style tents provide 
YLIXLU-Y'' camping the family lives a fairly primitive 
existence when they are here. 

"There's no electricity, so at night the camp is 
lit up with kerosene lamps, and we have bucket 
showers," says Anna. "It's not for everyone. But 
when visitors come they get to connect with the 
people and the amazing landscapes." 

To her delight, Anna is finding motherhood 
third time around easy. 9t's bliss because I feel I 
know what I'm doing and Tacha has a very hands 
on dad who's amazing with her. He has suddenly 
become a real patriarch in the family. Tacha looks 
just like her daddy; she has his eyes, his nose and 
the same shape face." 

Lemarti adds: "Tacha is beautiful. She has 
brought so much happiness into my life." 

Anna and Lemarti tried to conceive naturally 
for over a year before she was prescribed the , fertility drug Clomid. 

We really, really thought about having Tacha," 
I Anna explains. 'When Lemarti and I met I told 

him I didn't want another child. Then about three 
years ago I realised I really wanted another baby. 
The children wanted to go to boar* school and 
I realised the house would be empty without them. 
Life seems so meaningless without children. 

We&forayearandabittomnceive.&n 
I found this incredible doctor in Nairobi, who 
prescribed the fertility drug Clomid, and we got 
pregnant the first month. 

"Lemarti was set on having a son and was 





Anna expl;ns: 'hmarti had said, 'I'm sorry, but 
in my culture the men are definitely not around 
when the woman is giving birth. I will be at the 
hospital but I can't be there with you.' I said, 'That's 
absolutely fine, you must do what you feel.' During 
labour I kept saying, 'You can go now,' but he said, 
'I'm not leaving you, I have to be here for my baby.' 
He was overwhelmed by the whole thing in a really 
positive way." 

Anna and Lemarti have taken Tacha to meet his 
family at their mn)latta and introduced her to her 
first taste of Samburu culture, a ritual which involves 
passing beads from father to baby. 

"Tacha has a grandmother and a great-grand- 
mother who are very traditional. It's a very beautiful, 
peaceful, almost biblical existence. 

"Both of us feel we want her to grow up being 
aware of both her cultures - her white African and 
her black African roots," says Anna. "I hope we'll set 
an example of how to make the most of both worlds 
Both Lemarti and I are strong believers that 
wealth isn't any kind of important thing to achieve. 
Happiness, peace of mind and self respect are 
much more important. Of course you can't impose 
anything on anyone and Tacha might end up 
being like Paris HiIton, in which case you can forget 
the mud hut!" 

While Anna has embraced the Samburu culture, 
there is one uadition she has refused to allow Tacha 
to be part of. 

"It is still traditional for both boys and girls to be 
circumcised at ceremonies once they come of age at 
13 or 14," Anna explains. 'One of the things we 
agreed on was that for a girl that was out of the 
question completely and that if we had a son, he 
would have the option to either do it in hospital or do 
it traditionally. " 

In September, Anna, Lemarti and Tacha will 
spend several weeks in London and the US selling 
her range of African-inspired clothes to private 
clients. Her speciality is a hand-woven pashmina, 
intricately stitched with African feathers and beads by 
her workforce of 130 local women and costing up to 
22,000 each. 

For Lemarti, leaving the beauty and serenity of the 
Kenyan bush for the hustle and bustle of western 
cities is a huge culture shock. 

"He finds it quite soul destroying," Anna admits. 
W e  went to New York last November and I saw him 
visibly shrink in two weeks. Life there is completely 
alien, a total disconnection fkom anything natural." 

Anna hasn't taken time off work but has decided 
she doesn't want to hire a nanny for Tacha. 

"She's such an easy baby and I'm sort of slotting 
into her life," says Anna "I feel Tacha is my little after- 
theevent gft  and I want to spend every minute 
with her." I3 
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